Product Overview

OpenText
Documentum D2

Offers a flexible and intuitive Documentum UI which IT
administrators can easily deploy, and users can quickly
adopt without training

Lower TCO

Traditional ECM platforms can be costly, slow and difficult to use.

Increase user
adoption

critical content “into the wild,” increasing workloads, cost and risk.

Reduce risk
Simplify
compliance

They often steer users to non-compliant workarounds that force

OpenText™ Documentum™ D2 simplifies access to critical business content for content creation
and collaboration. The highly-intuitive UI works on common internet browsers on desktop and
tablet devices, enabling users to be more productive and accelerating
user adoption.
Automated document control ensures compliance with content governance policies, while
powerful configuration capabilities significantly reduce the need for custom code. The solution
enables business analysts and content developers alike to develop and deploy content-centric
solutions quickly, while dramatically lowering costs for system maintenance.

Lower TCO

For IT administrators, Documentum D2 reduces complexity with a powerful configuration
framework for creating purpose-built content solutions, often without the need for costly
customizations. It can be quickly configured and deployed across the enterprise, and the
easy to use Smart View UI reduces training costs.
Using a familiar spreadsheet-like interface, business analysts can set properties that
control document sets, creation rules, security models, document lifecycle and
auto-naming. Simple configuration empowers business analysts and systems
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"OpenText Documentum has
proven that if you stick to
things and stay consistent,
people appreciate it. When
I see an engineer uses
Documentum to fix something,
I know it’s worth its weight in
gold."
Andrew Mannington
Document Manager
Heathrow Airport Ltd.

Read the full Success story

administrators to respond to shifting requirements, without engaging specialized
developers or costly development cycles.

Increase user adoption

For business users, Documentum D2 delivers an intuitive and personalized user experience
on the most common internet browsers. Simplified access to content enables users to be
more productive and willing to adopt new business solutions. With purpose-built user experiences, including interface themes, multiple workspaces and custom menus, the intuitive
Smart View client brings a fresh, modern look on desktop and tablet devices, helping to
drive user adoption of corporate ECM systems.

Reduce risk

Content administrators will appreciate the improved governance that comes from Documentum
D2’s ease of use and automated document control. This includes instant deployment of configured rules and content policies, metadata and import screens, advanced workflow and auditing
capabilities and automatic property inheritance, auto-naming and auto-numbering.
Beyond ensuring document control, Documentum D2 facilitates controlled document collaboration. With threaded discussions, collaborative authoring of large deliverables and the merging
of Microsoft® Office document annotations, it enables active collaboration, while reducing risk
by practising good governance principles.

Documentum D2 Smart View client home screen with configurable tiles
specific to user roles

OpenText Documentum D2 features
Fast configuration and deployment

Simple configuration using a familiar spreadsheet-like interface and instant application deployment of highly
configured rules and content policies

Enhanced collaboration

Foster fast online collaboration with threaded discussions, collaborative authoring of large deliverables and
merging of Microsoft Office document annotations

Automated content control

Ensure proper control with automated inheritance, auto-naming, auto-numbering, auto-linking and
electronic signatures

OpenText Documentum D2
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OpenText Documentum D2 features
Compliance and governance

Configure metadata and import screens; advanced workflow, lifecycle and auditing capabilities

Personalized user experience

Develop purpose-built user experiences with a complete set of tools, including interface themes, multiple
workspaces, flexible and extensible widgets and custom menus

Manage virtual documents

Collect multiple documents into an ordered, logical unit that can be conveniently managed and controlled.

Run anywhere

Uses cloud native technologies to simplify deployments and upgrades, making it easier to introduce new
features more quickly.

Simple configuration using a familiar spreadsheet-like interface

Simplify compliance

Documentum D2 can be used for a variety of content-centric solutions. This includes
tracking documents through review and approval workflows, quickly finding content via
search and navigation with dynamic security filters and managing controlled documents
in regulated industries, such as Life Sciences, Financial Services and Public Sector.
Organizations can define common policies globally to ensure consistency with corporate
standards and regulatory requirements, while individual business units can manage the
discrete configurations that apply just to them. New solutions can be quickly introduced,
as only the differences to the global rule set need to be validated. As rules change, organizations can quickly update and instantly deploy them, eliminating lengthy delays while
application changes are coded and tested.

Associated service options available
• OpenText™ Consulting Services
• OpenText™ Managed Services
• OpenText™ Learning Services

OpenText Documentum D2
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Join the conversation
launch blog »

Traditional content management solutions often face difficult, time-consuming and expensive
development and testing efforts, as well as uncertain user adoption. Documentum D2 can be
quickly configured and deployed, adapting rapidly to changing business requirements
and driving productivity improvements with easy-to-understand and personalized
user experiences.

Documentum D2

About OpenText

opentext.com/contact

OpenText, The Information Company, enables organizations to gain insight through
market leading information management solutions, on-premises or in the cloud. For more
information about OpenText (NASDAQ: OTEX, TSX: OTEX) visit: opentext.com.
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